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	Operation is that part of as organization, which is concerned with the transformation of a range of

	inputs into the required output (services) having the requisite quality level. Management is the process,

	which combines and transforms various resources used in the operations subsystem of the organization

	into value added services in a controlled manner as per the policies of the organization.





	The set of interrelated management activities, which are involved in manufacturing certain products,

	is called as production management. If the same concept is extended to services management, then

	the corresponding set of management activities is called as operations management.
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Encyclopedia of Genocide (2 Volumes)ABC Clio, 1999
The Encyclopedia is designed in an innovative structure that combines four types of entries:

	Traditional Entries, or basic encyclopedic summaries of the knowledge in a typical area or field of study;
	Feature Entries, which include...
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Graphical User InterfacesOpen University Press, 2009

	In the previous unit we described how data such as that from a file could be communicated to a Java program. However, there is also a need to handle data that is communicated in more diverse fashions and, in particular, directly from a human. Such data is often taken into a system via a graphical user interface (GUI). GUI design is a major...
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Evolutionary Algorithms in Molecular Design (Methods and Principles in Medicinal Chemistry)John Wiley & Sons, 2000


	Nature has solved its most complicated problem, the creation, variation, and improvement

	of living organisms, in a simple and efficient manner. Starting from primitive forms in

	earth history, mutation and crossover produced variations that had to struggle for their

	existence and to compete with their ancestors and genetically...
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Java EE 6 with GlassFish 3 Application ServerPackt Publishing, 2010

	This book is a practical guide with a very user-friendly approach. It aims to speed up the reader in Java EE 6 development. All major Java EE 6 APIs and the details of the GlassFish 3 server are covered followed by examples of its use. If you are a Java developer and wish to become proficient with Java EE 6, then this book is for you. You are...
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Health Care Reform Simplified: Guide Your Family and Your Business through Health Care ReformApress, 2011

	Health Care Reform Simplified describes the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act of 2010. It translates the law’s complex language into terms that are easy to understand, explaining what the new law does, when its provisions take effect, and how to plan for individual, family, and business health coverage. This...
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A Practical Design of Lumped, Semi-lumped & Microwave Cavity Filters (Lecture Notes in Electrical Engineering)Springer, 2012

	This book presents the application of microwave literature for designing lumped/semi-lumped filters and combline/iris-coupled microwave cavity filters. It provides the physical understanding of the terms and characteristics of radio frequency (RF) filters. The book complements engineering text books on RF components and provides support for...
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